
Boston Big Local Meeting, 2nd October 2014 6.30pm  

Black Sluice Lock Cottage 

 

Present 

Mick Taylor – TaylorITEX CIC – LTO 
Bill Badham – Big Local Rep 
Rachel A Lauberts – Facilitator 
Ralph Pryke – Chairman 
John Bird 
Rodney Bowles 
Nathan Bryant 
Neville Dodd 
Mandy Exley 
Paul Gleeson 
Robert Lauberts 
Shirley Richardson 
Richard Tory 
 
The meeting commenced at 6.35pm. 
 
1.  Apologies: Lisa and Paul Stevenson   
 

2.  Minutes of the previous meeting 18th September 2014: Minutes of meeting 
accepted as a true record proposed RL, seconded NB, and carried. 

 

3.  Matters arising:   
  Guiding Principles The chair asked for clarification on the guiding principles as 

 to whether they were final guiding principles or temporary guiding principles, 
 RAL explained that they were the current guiding principles for Boston Big 
 Local which can be amended if the group sees fit too. The Chair compared 
 our principles to Allenton BL in respect to financial accountability – and 
 asked if the group had considered this aspect when discussing them – RAL 
 quoted from the minutes of 18th September “transparent and accountable in 
 our dealings with the community” - which would include financial 
 accountability – the group felt that the statement was self explanatory and 
 sufficient – which could be further explained in a larger document.  Proposal 
 to amend the last line to include “all” Proposed RP, seconded ME, carried. 

  The last line will now read: 
  “Transparent and accountable in all our dealings with the community” 
 
  The Chair asked for the reason why he had been censured at the last 

 meeting, RAL stated that she had informed the group that RP had telephoned 
 her stating that RP had contacted an employment solicitor and that the group 
 were unhappy with RP taking this upon himself without the prior consent of the 
 group. The Chair explained his reason for taking this action; the group 
 disagreed with the Chairs reasoning and felt his actions were inappropriate 
 and outside his remit and not a collective decision. MT’s understanding of the 



situation was that in his opinion the chair had no underhand motive for his actions 
and proposed we put this issue to bed, RAL’s contract will be signed and we move 
forward on to something more positive, 2nd RB. 

 
 Rep status – BB thanked the group for expressing an interest in him becoming our 

long term rep, for clarification every Big Local area must have a rep, BB reaffirmed 
his commitment to the group that he will stay with the group until  the submission 
of the Plan even if it is delayed, his own personal view is that at the time of the 
submission of the plan, when we will be also looking at the partnership, 
constitution and way forward this would also be a good time to be thinking about 
our rep for the next stage and feels that it is important for the group to go through 
the recruitment process even if BB’s name was in the ring.   

 
4.  Action Plan:  RAL announced to the group that of 9th October she would be going 

into hospital for surgery and would be out of the equation for the following 3 weeks 
and would not be back until the 30th October. BB and MT discussed the 
implications and necessary actions to take. The facilitator’s activities were broken 
down:  

 1.  Admin and website responsibilities: - MT as the LTO will source someone to 
 do this by 9th October. 

 2.  Profile – a task group consisting of MT, BB, RP and RT will complete a draft 
 by 30th October. 

 3.    Preparing and writing of the Plan – LTO to advertise externally for a plan 
 writer.  

 4. The public face /facilitator role to be reviewed post operatively.  
 5. ME and BB to facilitate the Community Consultation Event on 16th October. 
 
 The chair asked the group for their agreement on the above arrangements – an 

affirmative was received. 
 
5.  Consultation Event 16th October:  RAL explained the broad outline for the event, 

The Community Room at Age UK has been booked from 12pm until 8pm, allowing 
1 hour to set up and take down materials. Kick off therefore is at 1pm, Boston 
College have offered the services of approximately 12 tourism students from 1pm 
- 4pm accompanied by a tutor.  The students are of mixed nationality and it is 
hoped that a Latvian, Polish, Lithuanian and Portuguese speaking student can be 
present in the community room to assist with translation should it be necessary.  
Other students should work in pairs handing out leaflets and taking surveys in the 
market place and Bargate area. RP offered to make up national flags for the 
tables within the room.  ME and MT offered their direct telephone numbers for the 
students to use as contacts in case of emergency. ME to provide clip boards for 
the students and also to act as the main contact for the Tutor Wendy Poole at 
Boston College.  Facilitated parts of the day will start at 3.30pm – 5pm and 
5.30pm – 7pm. RAL has sourced laminated large scale maps of the area from 
BBC and RT has provided stickers so that the public can indicate where they live.   

 
 
 
 
 



 
 ME to be contact for Wendy Poole from the college from this point forward. 500 

coloured tokens have been purchased so that the public can indicate how they 
wish the funding to be split between the 4 themes, 4 containers will be needed to 
put the tokens in.  Materials that are now needed are posters for the 4 themes 
including a definition of each theme, and a list of each of the funnelled 
suggestions for each theme.  RAL will re-send the funnelled themes to the group.  
BB and ME to discuss if we need any further posters or props. 

 
 £150 has been allocated for funding, £5.98 has already been spent on tokens, 

Nathan has offered to design the posters and agreed to invoice for 1 hours work 
@£8 per hour per poster.  RP suggested it was important to get across to the 
public how we talk about the £1M, we need to get across the idea that we need 
the help of the people of Boston to produce a plan that will be approved by the 
Local Trust in order to get the money so the more credible the plan the better 
chance we have of the plan being approved, we also need to get across that the 
money will be released over a period of 10 years and we can also use the funding 
to draw more monies in.  BB suggested that after the welcome by the chair he 
gives a brief summary of the back ground to the whole scheme.   PG suggested 
that as the afternoon was planed as an open event people would be coming and 
going and there may not be the opportunity to get this information across.  RAL 
suggested that the blue leaflets produced earlier by the group contained this 
information and that we still had some left – RAL to drop off leaflets to ME.   

 NB suggested contacting the local press and radio stations, NB to follow this up. 
 £50 Oldrids voucher – entries will need to have contact details for the prize draw.  
 BB suggested for the prize draw people leave contact details on a separate slip of 

paper which is put into a box and have a separate signing in sheet for those who 
wish to be contacted and kept up to date with our activities.  ME also suggested a 
notice to inform public that the details are only to be used for the prize draw and 
will be destroyed after the event and a disclaimer to say that we do have the right 
to name the person who wins the voucher. ME to organise the prize draw. MT to 
draw up a contact list.  Distribution of the leaflets RL informed the group that every 
area had now been designated and all households should be delivered to by next 
Tuesday.  RL suggested that all people should use a stick (wooden ruler or 
similar) as both Maddy and RL had had their sticks taken out of their hands by 
dogs.  RAL advised the group that in future we recommend that people who are 
delivering leaflets should do so in pairs.  ME explained to the group her 
experience on London Road.  PG asked if the students would be having a brief – 
ME and BB to write the script. BB and ME to finalise a rota for group members to 
help out on the day.  PG asked if he should not attend because of his position as a 
councillor, BB explained that in other areas Councillors are part of the partnership 
group and take part in activities, the group felt that we should leave this to PG’s 
personal discretion. 

 
6.  Pathway funding: MT has now got access to the Portal and the application is 80% 

complete. MT and BB to complete and put through on Monday. 
 
7.  Website update:  MT has asked Simon to help sort out the problems which he has 

been able to do.  MT offered to put the content onto the website. RAL asked if MT 
had access to the info@bostonbiglocal account and if he would like to take that 



over in her absence.  MT agreed to do this.  MT asked for clarification regarding 
the Facebook page – this is a page on NB’s Facebook account. NB gave MT full 
admin rights.  MT asked if anyone wanted to put anything on to the website he 
would be happy for them to do so.  RL informed the group that BBL has now 383 
followers on Twitter compared to other Big Local Groups who are struggling to get 
100. If anything controversial arises on Facebook or Twitter NB refers the matter 
to RAL.  

 
7.  AOB: RT submitted his report on Kings Lynn to the group which will be uploaded 

to the website, RT asked if anyone else had submitted their reports – RAL 
informed the group that so far we had received 3 completed reports and no one 
had claimed for any entrance fees or costs.  

 NB suggested we ask Oldrids to tweet about the voucher prize draw. 
 RAL reminded the group that during her absence NB’s 2nd bursary payment is due 

on 21st October and then the group will need to consider who is to take on the 
Facebook and twitter account.   

 BB has forwarded RT information about a Local Trust seminar in Mablethorpe 
around Credit Unions.   

 RP mentioned the Terms of Reference review and stated that this would be dealt 
with at the meeting on 30th October, he had also noticed that the group have a 
constitution and did not know if it was adopted or not, RAL informed RP that the 
constitution was superseded by the TOR and Code of Conduct at a meeting on 
the 10th July 2014. BB asked if RAL would resend the TOR document out to group 
members. 

 ME wished RAL all the best for her speedy recovery, this sentiment was shared by 
the group. 

 
8.  Date and time of next meeting:  Thursday 30th October 2014 starting at 6.30pm,                             

venue Black Sluice Lock Cottage. 
 
  
    The meeting closed at 8.00pm 
 
       


